ENJOY A WARM WELCOME TO A HISTORIC CITY WITH APEX
CITY OF BATH HOTEL
A new place to stay
No matter the reason for visiting Bath, the brand new Apex City of Bath Hotel has accommodation
covered.
The £35million, 177-bed property sits in the heart of the city, on the corner of James Street West – a
short walk from Bath Spa Train station and close to plenty of top tourist attractions.
It’s the city’s largest hotel in terms of number of bedrooms, which include a range of doubles, suites
and family rooms.
A new place to meet
Apex Hotels are renowned globally for their conferencing facilities and Bath is no different.
Apex’s first opening in England outside London is Bath’s only purpose-built city centre conference
facility with capacity for up to 400 delegates.
A new place to eat
Locals and visitors will also have the chance to sample fantastic menus by the award-winning Ben
Abercrombie – Apex City of Bath Hotel’s Head Chef – in the hotel’s chic restaurant and bar.
The ultimate place to be
To celebrate Apex’s arrival in Bath, guests can enjoy the Ultimate Bath City Break package – the
perfect way to experience the culture and heritage of the city.
Stay between 8 August and 20 November 2017 to enjoy:
–
–
–
–

A one-night stay for two, including full cooked and continental breakfast
A complimentary glass of prosecco each on arrival
Access to the Roman Baths, The Fashion Museum and Victoria Art Gallery
A two-hour spa voucher, per person, for the Thermae Bath Spa

Apex City of Bath Hotel complements everything that’s going on in the city and is the perfect base
for families, couples, friends and conference and events delegates who want to get immersed in
Bath’s history and culture.
The Ultimate Bath City Break package starts from £269.
Book direct at https://www.apexhotels.co.uk/offers/the-ultimate-city-break

Immerse yourself in the city of Bath
Bath is steeped in history – and that’s not just down to the legacy of its Roman architecture.
Designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1987, this Somerset city is awash with features of
global significance, and taking a step into its history gives us some insight into our own cultural
evolution.
There’s a real community feel about the city and it has developed a cosmopolitan atmosphere in
recent years.
Honey-coloured Georgian townhouses are now home to thriving young businesses, but the city’s
rich history has been preserved alongside its evolution.
The museums and attractions are perfect for those of all ages eager to learn more about the historic
city.
A fresh look at Bath’s activities
There are plenty of places for history buffs and culture vultures to explore in Bath.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Roman Baths
One Northern Europe’s most popular visitor attractions, the baths house the remains of one
of the greatest religious spas of the ancient world. Costumed characters guide visitors
through the site’s history.
The Egg
The Egg at the Theatre Royal is billed as ‘a centre for creativity, innovation and young
people’ and it’s packed with cracking activities for people of all ages.
Bath City Farm
With ponies, cattle, chickens, sheep, pigs and goats the city farm is a completely different
experience to anything in the city, and great for anyone looking for something a bit less
history-focused.
Victoria Falls Adventure Golf
Mini golf with a backdrop of waterfalls and waterways. What’s not to like? Small and big kids
will enjoy getting outdoors for pitch and putt.
Walk the Skyline
Organised by the National Trust, this popular trek offers spectacular views of Bath city, the
Mendip Hills and Somerset.
The Jane Austen Centre
This permanent exhibition is a great learning tool for visitors of all ages.
Fashion Museum
From getting the chance to try on a ‘make-believe’ Georgian dress, to creating your own lace
pattern, the popular attraction provides hours of stylish entertainment.

For some ‘me’ time, attractions like Bath Abbey, the Victoria Art Gallery, and the hot springs at the
Thermae Bath Spa will be just the ticket.

Meet the team
The team at Apex City of Bath Hotel can’t wait to welcome guests from nearby – and further afield –
when the hotel opens its doors.

Tim O’Sullivan, General Manager

Amanda Jones, Sales Director

Ben Abercrombie, Head Chef

Press office
Please direct any media enquiries or requests for high-res hotel images to Beattie Communications
by emailing apex@onlybeattie.com or calling 01698 787 878.

